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When Hitler's forces poured into France and the Low
Countries in 1940, the uneasy peace of the 'Phoney War'
was shattered, and Europe was ripped apart by another
Blitzkrieg. Forming the backbone of the German advance
were the well-equipped Schützen (Rifles), motorized
infantry who embodied the essence of the fluid, swift
warfare that had characterized World War II thus far.
Facing them were infantrymen of the British
Expeditionary Force, units of considerable fighting quality
who had nevertheless received no special training to
conduct combined-arms warfare in conjunction with
armour. This study investigates the combat between the
two adversaries at small-unit level, recreating the ferocity
of the fighting on the front lines of the Battle of France in
three key clashes at Arras, Calais and Merville.
Assessing the training, organization and unit ethos of
both sides in the context of a new type of mobile warfare,
David Greentree reveals the extraordinary difficulties
encountered by infantry units in trying to remain in
contact with their armoured and mechanized formations.
The Battle of France in 1940 involved the first large-scale
tank-against-tank battles in history. The massive clashes
at Stonne, Hannant, and Gembloux involved hundreds of
tanks on both sides, yet have faded from memory due to
the enourmity of the French defeat. This book examines
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the French Army, the German PzKpfw IV and the French
Char B1 bis. With a complete history of the design,
development, and deployment of these armoured fighting
vehicles, the story of these great battles is once again
brought to life.
Hitler's lightning invasion of Poland in 1939 marked the
beginning of World War II in Europe. This was the period
when armoured warfare inscribed itself into global
consciousness as the Poles desperately sought to stave
off the Blitzkrieg. At the heart of the fighting on the
ground, large numbers of Nazi Germany's PzKpfw II
battled against Poland's better-armed but much less
numerous 7TP tank. The two types both possessed
unique strengths and weaknesses unlike the 7TP the
PzKpfw II was always equipped with radio, which proved
critical for command and control purposes in the heat of
combat. But the German tank was blighted by thin
armour, which could not withstand Polish gunfire at
combat ranges. This fully illustrated, detailed work
evaluates the qualities and idiosyncrasies of each tank,
giving a stark and arresting crewman's-eye-view of the
brutal armoured combat at the height of the invasion of
Poland.
Although Spain had been for many years on the
periphery of the great affairs of Europe, within a few
months of the Civil War breaking out in 1936, three out of
the four major European powers—Italy, Germany, and the
Soviet Union—decided to intervene. Spain turned out to
be the perfect proving ground to carry out controlled,
realistic experiments with live weapons and troops. This
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that provided
armor to the warring parties in the civil war,
how those contributions shaped combat, and how the
lessons learned were then applied to tank combat in
World War II. The use of tanks in the Spanish Civil War
wedded traditional war to modern technology. The
fighting in Spain did not offer any easy answers,
however, to the question of infantry-armor cooperation,
primarily because the tanks supplied were not very
worthy and had been supplied in small numbers, even
though the Republicans organized an ‘armored division.'
The situation for the tanks on the Nationalist side was so
bad in practical terms that they reused captured Russian
armor in their units. Tank employment in Spain did offer
many lessons, but the lessons did not always lie in what
was done or accomplished but precisely on what was not
done and was not accomplished.
In this book an internationally renowned team of
historians provides comprehensive coverage of all major
campaigns and theaters of World War II, synthesizing
the tremendous breadth and depth of source materials
on this global conflict. It includes primary-source
documents created by both famous leaders and average
citizens. * Introductory essays examine the causes,
course, and consequences of the war * A bibliography
includes recently published books as well as movies and
electronic media * A comprehensive chronology clarifies
the order of historical events
Ultimate inside view of the blitzkrieg in World War
IIDiagrams, maps, and schematics illustrate key
principlesHundreds of rare photos show Panzers and
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definitive account of German small-unit armor tactics.
Using period training manuals, after-action reports,
countless interviews with Panzer veterans, and his own
experiences as an armor commander in the modern
German Army, Schneider describes World War II Panzer
tactics, coupling his narrative with scores of illustrations
that highlight armor concepts. Schneider covers the
major types of small-unit operational art-offensive and
defensive-and also discusses road marches,
reconnaissance, command and control, working with
other arms of service, life in a tank, armor training,
gunnery, and the future of armor. The book provides
useful insight into armor tactics for both the layman and
the armor enthusiast.
This title offers a detailed study of a successful but littleknown German tank of World War II, the Panzer 38(t).
Germany's annexation of Czech provinces in 1938 gave
it control of the large Czech armament industry, one of
the jewels of which was the very modern LT 38 tank. The
type was fully integrated into the Wehrmacht as the
Panzer 38(t), becoming one of the few foreign designs to
continue in production for the Wehrmacht. It was an
important element in the 1940 battle of France, and its
most famous use was in the hands of Rommel's
7.Panzer Division. The Panzer 38(t) became one of the
key weapons in the German invasion of Russia in the
summer of 1941, and was widely used in the Eastern
Front campaigns of 1941–42. This illustrated study gives
a uniquely detailed account of the technical history and
combat record of one of the most successful early World
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Schneider has written the definitive account of
German small-unit armour tactics. Using period training
manuals, after-action reports, countless interviews with
Panzer veterans, and his own experiences as an armour
commander in the modern Germany Army, Schneider
describes World War II Panzer tactics, coupling his narrative
with scores of illustrations that highlight armour concepts.
Schneider covers the major types of small-unit operational art
-- offensive and defensive -- and also discusses road
marches, reconnaissance, command and control, working
with other arms of service, life in a tank, armour training,
gunnery, and the future of armour. The book provides useful
insight into armour tactics for both the layman and the armour
enthusiast. FEATURES: Ultimate inside view of the blitzkrieg
in World War II; Diagrams, maps, and schematics illustrate
key principles; Hundreds of rare photographs show Panzers
and crews in action.
Kenneth Macksey’s highly regarded biography of
Generaloberst Heinz Guderian gives clear insight into the
mind and motives of the father of modern tank warfare.
Panzer General shows Guderian as a man of ideas equipped
with the ability to turn inspiration into reality. A master of
strategy and tactics, he was the officer most responsible for
creating blitzkrieg in World War II. Guderian built the
Panzerwaffe in the face of opposition from the German
General Staff and personally led the lightning campaigns by
tanks and aircraft that put a large part of Europe under
domination by the Third Reich. Kenneth Macksey, a tank man
himself for more than twenty years, reveals the man as a
brilliant rebel in search of ideals and a general whose
personality, genius, and achievements far transcended those
of Rommel. As well as throwing light on the crucial campaigns
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struggles within
the German hierarchy, both in the military
and in the Nazi Party, for control of the Panzer forces. Based
on information from the extensive family archives, Panzer
General demonstrates why Guderian was so admired by
some while denigrated by others.
How close did Germany come to winning World War II? Did
Hitler throw away victory in Europe after his troops had
crushed the Soviet field armies defending Moscow by August
1941? R.H.S. Stolfi offers a dramatic new picture of Hitler’s
conduct in World War II and a fundamental reinterpretation of
the course of the war. Adolf Hitler generally is thought to have
been driven by a blitzkrieg mentality in the years 1939 to
1941. In fact, Stolfi argues, he had no such outlook on the
war. From the day Britain and France declared war, Hitler
reacted with a profoundly conservative cast of mind and
pursued a circumscribed strategy, pushing out siege lines set
around Germany by the Allies. Interpreting Hitler as a siege
Führer explain his apparent aberrations in connection with
Dunkirk, his fixation on the seizure of Leningrad, and his
fateful decision in the summer of 1941 to deflect Army Group
Center into the Ukraine when both Moscow and victory in
World War II were within its reach. Unaware of Hitler’s siege
orientation, the German Army planned blitz campaigns.
Through daring operational concepts and bold tactics, the
army won victories over several Allied powers in World War II,
and these led to the great campaign against the Soviet Union
in summer of 1941. Stolfi postulates that in August 1941,
German Army Group Center had the strength both to destroy
the Red field armies defending the Soviet capital and to
advance to Moscow and beyond. The defeat of the Soviet
Union would have assured victory in World War II.
Nevertheless, Hitler ordered the army group south to secure
the resources of the Ukraine against a potential siege. And a
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reinterpretation
of Hitler and the capabilities of the German
Army leads to a reevaluation of World War II, in which the
lesson to be learned is not how the Allies won the war, but
how close the Germans came to a quick and decisive
victory?long before the United States was drawn into the
battle.
The Pzkpfw III tank was the mainstay of the Panzer divisions
during the Blitzkrieg era, which could fairly be said to have
ended with the Germans' failure to take Moscow in the winter
of 1941. Although less heavily armored than many of its
opponents and somewhat outgunned by the latest Soviet
types, the Pzkpfw III was at the forefront of the advances
made over almost impossible distances during the summer
and autumn and provided the core of the armored reserve
that fought the defensive battles of the winter months. In
Dennis Oliver's latest volume in the TankCraft series he uses
archive photos and extensively researched color illustrations
to examine the Pzkpfw III and the units that operated this
deservedly famous armored vehicle along a 1,000-mile front
during the battles of Operation Barbarossa, the German
invasion of the Soviet Union. A key section of his book
displays available model kits and after-market products,
complemented by a gallery of beautifully constructed and
painted models in various scales. Technical details as well as
modifications introduced during production and in the field are
also examined, providing everything the modeler needs to
recreate an accurate representation of these historic tanks.
Surrounded by potential adversaries, nineteenth-century
Prussia and twentieth-century Germany faced the formidable
prospect of multifront wars and wars of attrition. To counteract
these threats, generations of general staff officers were
educated in operational thinking, the main tenets of which
were extremely influential on military planning across the
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the twentieth
century, Germany's art of warfare dominated
military theory and practice, creating a myth of German
operational brilliance that lingers today, despite the nation's
crushing defeats in two world wars. In this seminal study,
Gerhard P. Gross provides a comprehensive examination of
the development and failure of German operational thinking
over a period of more than a century. He analyzes the
strengths and weaknesses of five different armies, from the
mid–nineteenth century through the early days of NATO. He
also offers fresh interpretations of towering figures of German
military history, including Moltke the Elder, Alfred von
Schlieffen, and Erich Ludendorff. Essential reading for military
historians and strategists, this innovative work dismantles
cherished myths and offers new insights into Germany's
failed attempts to become a global power through military
means.
These three definitive volumes cover the German ground
forces that swept across Europe with such ruthless efficiency
in 1939 and 1940 and battled the Allies around the globe until
the bitter end in 1945. Taken together, these volumes are the
most comprehensive and accessible reference available on
the Germany Army in World War II, unmatched in the
information compiled on each division from inception to
destruction.
The author argues that the successes and failures of D-Day,
on both sides, cannot be explained by comparing the
competing strategies of each side. Instead he provides an
account of the battle through the overarching nature of the
relationship between the leaders and their followers.

Complete history of a German tank division that
fought exclusively on the Eastern Front.
In 1939, Germany shattered the peace of Europe
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year, it captured Denmark and Norway, before
launching its famous Blitzkrieg against France,
Belgium and The Netherlands. In less than two years
of fighting, Nazi Germany became the master of
mainland Europe. This new Theatre Book for Bolt
Action allows players to command armies of German
tanks driving across the continent or to lead the
desperate defense of the outgunned Allied armies.
New scenarios, special rules and units give players
everything they need to recreate the devastating
battles and campaigns of the early war in Europe,
including the fall of Poland, the breaking of the
Maginot Line and the dramatic retreat to Dunkirk.
"This study exploits a wealth of Soviet and German
archival materials, including the combat orders and
operational records of the German OKW, OKH, army
groups, and armies of the Soviet Stavka, the Red
Army General Staff, the Western Main Direction
Command, the Western, Central, Reserve, and
Briansk fronts, and their subordinate armies to
present a detailed mosaic and definitive account of
what took place, why and how during the prolonged
and complex battles in the Smolensk region from 10
July through 10 September 1941 ... The series will
consist of a detailed two-volume chronological
narrative of the course of operations, accompanied
by a third volume, containing an extensive collection
of specific orders and reports translated verbatim
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Hitler's tank divisions were his most lethal weapons
during World War II. From success to failure, in
victory and defeat, each division played a role in
Hitler's campaign against the Allies. Examines
vehicles, armor quality, manpower, and leadership
and includes a comprehensive index of individuals,
units, battles, and campaigns First guide to chronicle
the history of each division from its inception to its
destruction Includes a career sketch of every panzer
divisional commander
Ultimate inside view of the blitzkrieg in World War II
Diagrams, maps, and schematics illustrate key
principles Hundreds of rare photos show Panzers
and crews in action Wolfgang Schneider has written
the definitive account of German small-unit armor
tactics. Using period training manuals, after-action
reports, countless interviews with Panzer veterans,
and his own experiences as an armor commander in
the modern German Army, Schneider describes
World War II Panzer tactics, coupling his narrative
with scores of illustrations that highlight armor
concepts. Schneider covers the major types of smallunit operational art-offensive and defensive-and also
discusses road marches, reconnaissance, command
and control, working with other arms of service, life
in a tank, armor training, gunnery, and the future of
armor. The book provides useful insight into armor
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The German panzer armies that swept into the
Soviet Union in 1941 were an undefeated force that
had honed their skill in combined arms warfare to a
fine edge. The Germans focused their panzers and
tactical air support at points on the battlefield defined
as Schwerpunkt - main effort - to smash through any
defensive line and then advance to envelope their
adversaries. ??Initially, these methods worked well
in the early days of Operation Barbarossa and the
tank forces of the Red Army suffered defeat after
defeat. Although badly mauled in the opening
battles, the Red Army's tank forces did not succumb
to the German armoured onslaught and German
planning and logistical deficiencies led to overextension and failure in 1941. In the second year of
the invasion, the Germans directed their
Schwerpunkt toward the Volga and the Caucasus
and again achieved some degree of success, but the
Red Army had grown much stronger and by
November 1942, the Soviets were able to turn the
tables at Stalingrad. ??Robert Forczyk's incisive
study offers fresh insight into how the two most
powerful mechanized armies of the Second World
War developed their tactics and weaponry during the
critical early years of the Russo-German War. He
uses German, Russian and English sources to
provide the first comprehensive overview and
analysis of armored warfare from the German and
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At the outbreak of World War II in September 1939,
Germany's armoured forces the Panzerwaffe were
still in their infancy. The restrictions imposed by the
Treaty of Versailles meant that German tank
production lagged behind its enemies. Initial armour
campaigns in Poland were not overly successful and
changes were needed before the invasion of France.
This book examines the organizational changes,
developments in doctrine and tactics and improved
command and control that provided the basis for the
spectacular success of the Panzer divisions in 1940.
Achieving tactical and operational surprise, the
Panzer divisions broke through enemy defences,
enveloping a large number of hostile forces at
Dunkirk. The legend of the Blitzkrieg was born.
Sunday, June 22, 1941: three million German soldiers
invaded the Soviet Union as part of Hitler’s long-planned
Operation Barbarossa, which aimed to destroy the Soviet
Union, secure its land as lebensraum for the Third Reich, and
enslave its Slavic population. From launching points in newly
acquired Poland, in three prongs—North, Central,
South—German forces stormed western Russia, virtually from
the Baltic to the Black Sea. By late fall, the invasion had
foundered against Russian weather, terrain, and resistance,
and by December, it had failed at the gates of Moscow, but
early on, as the Germans sliced through Russian territory and
soldiers with impunity, capturing hundreds of thousands, it
seemed as though Russia would fall. In the spirit of Martin
Middlebrook’s classic First Day on the Somme, Craig Luther
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was at its peak and seemed as though it would
easily conquer the Soviet Union, a day the common soldiers
would remember for its tension and the frogs bellowing in the
Polish marshlands. It was a day when the German blitzkrieg
decimated Soviet command and control within hours and
seemed like nothing would stop it from taking Moscow. Luther
narrates June 22—one of the pivotal days of World War
II—from high command down to the tanks and soldiers at the
sharp end, covering strategy as well as tactics and the vivid
personal stories of the men who crossed the border into the
Soviet Union that fateful day, which is the Eastern Front in
microcosm, representing the years of industrial-scale warfare
that followed and the unremitting hostility of Germans and
Soviets.
Against the wishes of Hitler, German forces under Erich von
Manstein were forced to retreat following the failure of the
Kursk offensive of July 1943. The weakened force only had
one possible refuge, behind the wide Dnepr River. The race
to the natural defensive line was on, with the Soviets
launching one of their largest offensives of the war – with over
2 million men on the move. Expert Eastern Front historian
Robert Forczyk describes the dramatic four-month campaign
that saw the Red Army not only succeed in crossing the
Dnepr at multiple points, but also liberate Kiev, capital of the
Ukraine. Revealing new detail about the largest Soviet
airborne operation of the war and the increasingly desperate
delaying tactics employed by Manstein as catastrophic
casualties mounted on both sides, Forczyk charts the course
of the battle that confirmed to many observers that the
relentless Soviet advance westward could not be halted.
Berlin would be next.
Written by experts for use by nonexperts, this monumental
work probes Germany's "Genius for War" and the
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evident throughout the nation's military
history. • Pulls together all the historical military threads that
resulted in modern Germany • Examines wars, battles,
leaders, weapons, and strategy and tactics • Features
contributors from 14 countries, including official historians
from America, Germany, the United Kingdom, Canada, and
Estonia • Offers biographies of selected German military
leaders who made significant contributions in non-German
wars, such as Friedrich Wilhelm von Steuben, Christian von
Zweibrücken, and Johann Gottlieb Rall (American Revolution)
and Carl Schurz (American Civil War) • Includes 77 original
documents, more than half of which were translated into
English for the first time for this encyclopedia
Organized and trained during 1943, the 10th SS Panzer
Division saw its first action in the spring of 1944 during the
relief of an encircled German army on the Eastern Front.
Several months later, in response to the Allied invasion at
Normandy, the division returned to the West in mid-June
1944. Here the division engaged in a series of armored
attacks and counterattacks against British and American
forces. The 10th SS briefly held off a few enemy thrusts but
gradually had to fall back to Falaise, where the division
escaped the Allied encirclement with no tanks and only a
fraction of its men. The 10th SS Panzer Division next
defended against the Allied parachute assault during
Operation Market Garden in September 1944. Depleted and
now a division in name only, the 10th SS fought in Alsace
before Hitler sent it to the Eastern Front again. There, east of
Berlin, the division participated in the final battles to enable
the escape of German soldiers and civilians from Soviet
captivity.
This thesis describes how German doctrine and command
and control evolved in World War II with respect to supporting
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future development. The German experience of the Second
World War is used to discern the applicable lessons of
command and control for understanding the development of
modern warfare as it relates to supporting arms.
This volume provides a detailed examination on the late-war
changes to the German Army Panzer forces and the
formation of new units, from the collapse on the Eastern
Front, through operations on the Western Front in Normandy
and the Ardennes, to the final battle for Berlin in 1945. The
major organizational changes that took place in this intensive
period are examined, together with the adaptation of German
armoured doctrine, tactics, and the command. Details of unit
histories and operations, illustrated in colour maps, are also
provided in this packed treatment.
First major treatment of the 3rd Panzer Division in English
Covers the division's formation and its battles in Poland in
1939, France in 1940, and the Eastern Front in 1941 and
1942 The division had nearly 50 Knight's Cross winners by
the end of the war Contains numerous photos of soldiers and
their tanks Based on the daily logs of the division and
recollections of its commanders and soldiers

ALSO AVAILABLE AS AN E-BOOK. On 22 June
1941 Germany attacked the Soviet Union and her
Panzer divisions were to play a major role in this
titanic struggle. Although overwhelmed by Soviet
numbers, the superior skill and capability of the
German Panzer divisions meant that in three months
the Germans had advanced deep into Soviet
territory. However, after these initial successes the
German offensive began to falter, culminating in the
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organisational history of the Panzer divisions, from
the early successes of 1941 through to the
introduction of revised Blitzkrieg tactics as the war
progressed.
The U.S. Army’s current AirLand battle doctrine
emphasizes maneuver warfare. Coupled to this
revision in doctrine there has been no major update
to U.S. command and control philosophy. The
German Army of World War II also operated under a
maneuver warfare doctrine. Its use of Auftragstaktik,
a command and control philosophy, provides
valuable lessons for our army from an historical
perspective. This monograph presents an anatomy
of the Chir River battles from a command and
control, as opposed to a tactical, perspective. The
brilliant defense of the German weak positions
against a numerically superior Soviet attacker
provides an interesting parallel to the current
situation faced by NATO units in Central Europe.
Auftragstaktik should serve well as a foundation from
which the U.S. Army can develop a coherent
command and control philosophy that complements
the AirLand battle doctrine.
On 22 June 1941 Hilter unleashed his forces on the
Soviet Union. Spearheaded by four powerful Panzer
groups and protected by an impenetrable curtain of
air support, the seemingly invincible Wehrmacht
advanced from the Soviet Union's western borders to
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Rostov in the shockingly brief period of less than six
months. The sudden, deep, relentless German
advance virtually destroyed the entire peacetime
Red Army and captured almost 40 percent of
European Russia before expiring inexplicably at the
gates of Moscow and Leningrad. An invasion
designed to achieve victory in three to six weeks
failed and, four years later, resulted in
unprecendented and total German defeat. David
Glantz challenges the time-honoured explanation
that poor weather, bad terrain and Hitler's faulty
strategic judgement produced German defeat, and
reveals how the Red Army thwarted the German
Army's dramatic and apparently inexorable invasion
before it achieved its ambitious goals.
Together in one convenient ebook, three of Mark
Zuehlke's epics of Canadian soldiers in World War II
take us from the dramatic events of D-Day (June 6,
1944) to the days following, and the final push. Juno
Beach, Holding Juno and Breakout from Juno focus
on the Normandy Invasion and its aftermath. Juno
Beach dramatically unfolds as 18,000 Canadian
soldiers storm the five-mile-long stretch of Juno
Beach. At battle's end one out of every six
Canadians in the invasion force was either dead or
wounded. The Canadians were the only Allied troop
to meet their objectives. Holding Juno chronicles the
crucial six days following the successful invasion.
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itself. The Canadians made it possible for the slow
advance toward Germany and an Allied victory.
Breakout from Juno takes us to the next battle a
month later. On July 4, 1944, the 3rd Canadian
Infantry Division won the village of Carpiquet but not
the adjacent airfield. The 3rd Division, 2nd Infantry
and 4th Armoured Divisions -- along with a Polish
division and several British divisions came together
as the First Canadian Army. This is their story.
This pamphlet was prepared for the Historical
Division EUCOM, by a group of former German
generals and general staff officers. All of the
contributing authors saw considerable service on the
Esatern Front during World War II. The principal
author, Brig. Gen. Herman Burkhart WuellerHillebrand, served as aide to the Chief of the Army
General Staff before assuming command of an
armoured regiment on the Russian front.
Successively appointed chief of staff of a panzer
corps and a panzer army, he saw action in Ukraine,
Poland, and East Prussia. One of the associate
authors, Brig. Gen. Oskar Munzel, commanded a
tank battalion and an armoured regiment during the
early phase of the Russian campaign. In 1943
General Munzel was assigned as an instructor at the
German armored school at Wuensdorf, and
subsequently became commandant of the one at
Bergen-Fallingsbostel. Returning to the Russian
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brigade and served as deputy commander of a
panzer division. All the publications in the German
Report Series were written from the German point of
view, and the procedures of the German Army
normally differed widely from those of the U. S.
Army. In the case of "German Armored Traffic
Control During the Russian Campaign," however, it
is interesting to note the similarity of German
principles and doctrines to the American forces. This
pamphlet describes the World War II armoured traffic
control principles employed by the German Army
during their combat operations in Russia.
Days of Battle describes a hitherto neglected part of
the military history of Hungary during World War II.
Dr Norbert Számvéber the presents detailed
accounts of four important clashes of GermanHungarian and Soviet armor north of the river
Danube, in the southern territory of the historical
Upper Hungary (part of Hungary between 1938 and
1945, at the present time now part of Slovakia) in
three separate studies. The first is an account of the
battle between the Ipoly and Garam rivers during the
second half of December 1944, in which the élite
Hungarian Division "Szent László" saw action for the
first time. The second study is about the fierce tank
battle of Komárom, fought between the 6-22 January
1945. This was an integral part of the Battle for
Budapest, parallel in time with Operation "Konrad".
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during the German Operation "Südwind" in February
1945 and the Soviet attack launched in the direction
of Bratislava in March 1945. The author, chief of
Hungary's military archives, has based his research
firmly on files and documentation from German,
Hungarian and Soviet sources. The book's
authoritative text is supported by photographs and
color battle maps. This is a very important new study
that throws much-needed light on armored warfare
on the Eastern Front during the final months of the
war.
The Handbook On German Military Forces is an
indispensable primary reference source for
historians and enthusiasts. In 1945 the Allies were
still engaged in bitter fighting against stiff resistance
from the German armies in the west. The US War
Department was determined to do its best to equip
the US forces fighting the Germans in the field with
as much knowledge as possible. March 1945 saw
the issue of an astonishing document entitled the
Handbook On German Military Forces. This was a
truly remarkable work of intelligence gathering which
formed a vast compendium of all the relevant
knowledge amassed on the German
Wehrmacht.Amazingly accurate and comprehensive,
the Handbook ran to over six hundred pages and
was designed to equip commanders in the field with
everything they were likely to need to know about
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the German forces. The Handbook remained
German Origin
classified until 1953 and then slipped into
obscurity.This new paperback reprint rescues this
great work from obscurity, covering the psychology,
organisation, tactics and operational aspects of the
German forces. The weapons, machines, aircraft
and uniforms of the German forces are also
documented within the Handbook.The Handbook On
German Military Forces is a fascinating primary
reference source for historians and enthusiasts alike,
providing an invaluable insight into the detail of the
German Army which is still an unrivaled source of
information today.
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